Introduction
The notion of feebly continuous real-valued functions has been recently considered by Dales and Leader (cf. [14] ) in the case where the domain is R or R 2 . Feebly continuity was known earlier since the respective definition appeared in Thomson's book [18, p. 70 ]. Its idea arose probably from the theory of cluster sets for arbitrary functions (cf. [10] ).
Following [18] , a function f : R → R is called feebly continuous at a point x ∈ R if there is a sequence x n → x with terms different from x such that f (x n ) → f (x). Clearly, we may assume that (x n ) is monotone. Leader in [14] assumed that (x n ) is strictly decreasing, that is x n ց x. For simplicity, we will consider this version. So, we say that f is feebly continuous at x whenever there exists a sequence x n ց x such that f (x n ) → f (x).
It was shown in [14] that, for every function f : R → R, the set of points of at which f is feebly continuous is co-countable. Let us observe that, given a countable infinite set A ⊂ R, there is a function f : R → R such that f fails to be feebly continuous exactly at points in A. Namely, let f (x) := 0 for x ∈ R \ A, and f (a n ) := n whenever (a n ) is a one-to-one enumeration of A. Note that we can modify f to produce a function that is extremally bad, for instance, nonmeasurable. Indeed, we pick a nonmeasurable set B ⊂ R \ A and put f := f − χ B where f is as before. (As usual, χ B stands for the characteristic function of B.)
The case where a function is defined on the plane is more interesting. According to [14] , we say that f : R 2 → R is feebly continuous at a point x, y ∈ R 2 if there exist sequences x n ց x and y m ց y such that lim n→∞ lim m→∞ f (x n , y m ) = f (x, y).
Surprisingly, we have observed that this notion depends on the order of limits -the respective example will be presented below. Hence, if we change the order of limits in the above definition as follows, lim m→∞ lim n→∞ f (x n , y m ) = f (x, y),
we obtain a different notion; then f will be called reverse feebly continuous at x, y . Let x n ց 0 and y m ց 0. Then x n + y m = 0 for any m and n. Hence lim m→∞ f (x n , y m ) = sin(1/x n ) and lim n→∞ sin(1/x n ) either does not exist or is between −1 and 1. Consequently, f is not feebly continuous at 0, 0 . On the other hand, for any sequences x n ց 0 and y m ց 0, we have lim n→∞ f (x n , y m ) = 2 for every m. Hence lim m→∞ lim n→∞ f (x n , y m ) = 2 = f (0, 0)
which shows that f is reverse feebly continuous at 0, 0 .
Proposition 2. If f : R 2 → R is continuous at x, y then f is feebly continuous and reverse feebly continuous at x, y .
Proof. Choose a sequence of open boxes (I n ×J n ) and a sequence x n ց x with the following properties for each n ∈ N:
Fix a sequence (y 1 m ) with terms in J 1 such that f (x 1 , y 1 m ) converges to some α 1 . This is possible because the set f [{x 1 } × J 1 ] is bounded. Note that |α 1 − f (x, y)| ≤ 1. Proceeding by induction, for every n ∈ N we choose a sequence (y n m ) m with terms in J n such that
Finally, put y m := y m m for every m ∈ N. Then for every n, the sequence (y m ) m>n is a subsequence of (y n m ) m . Hence lim m f (x n , y m ) = α n , and consequently, lim n lim m f (x n , y m ) = lim n α n = f (x, y). Thus f is feebly continuous at x, y . Similarly, we show that f is reverse feebly continuous at x, y .
Easy examples show that the implication in Proposition 2 cannot be reversed in general.
Points of feebly continuity and very feebly continuity
In [14] , Leader considered another notion which is weaker than feeble continuity for functions defined on the plane. Namely, f : R 2 → R is called very feebly continuous at a point x, y if there exist a sequence x n ց x and, for each n ∈ N, a sequence y (n) m ց y such that (1) lim
It was proved in [14] that every function f : R 2 → R has a point of very feebly continuity. By a similar reasoning, we will prove a sharper version of this result. For f : R 2 → R, denote by F C(f ) (respectively, V F C(f )), the sets of feebly continuity (very feebly continuity) points of the function f . Plainly, F C(f ) ⊂ V F C(f ). The following lemma is a direct consequence of the definition and formula (1) .
and only if there exist an interval (p, q) containing f (z), a real t > 0 and real numbers r s > 0, chosen for every s ∈ (0, t), such that f does not attain values in (p, q) at any point of the set
Theorem 4. For any function f : R 2 → R, the set VFC(f ) is densely nonmeager, that is, its intersection with every box (α, β) × (γ, δ) is nonmeager.
Proof. Suppose that f is not very feebly continuous at a point z = x, y ∈ R 2 . Then pick an interval (p, q) and the respective set G(z), as in Lemma 3. We can assume that p, q are rational. In this case, we say that z is of type (p, q). We denote by S p,q the set of all points of type (p, q).
Fix any box B :
Since the set (α, β)\M is non-meager, we find an interval (α ′ , β ′ ) ⊂ (α, β) and parameters p,
In a contrast to Theorem 4, Leader in [14] constructed, under CH, an example of a function f , from R 2 onto Z, which is nowhere feebly continuous. We will prove that this is impossible for measurable functions and functions with the Baire property. Moreover, in those cases, the set F C(f ) is large.
(1) If f has the Baire property then the intersection of F C(f ) with every nonmeager set B ⊂ R 2 having the Baire property contains a product of two perfect subsets of R. Consequently, F C(f ) is residual. which shows that f is feebly continuous at x, y . Let P 0 (respectively, Q 0 ) denote the set of all right-hand isolated points of P (respectively, Q). Then P 0 and Q 0 are countable, so we can find perfect sets P 1 ⊂ P \ P 0 and
is nonmeager, we obtain a contradiction with our first assertion.
(2) The proof for measurable f is similar. Let B ⊂ R 2 be measurable of measure α ∈ (0, ∞). By the Luzin theorem, pick a measurable set M ⊂ B such that the measure of B \ M is < α/2 and f |M is continuous. Then by a theorem of Brodskii [8] (cf. also [11] ), pick Cantor-type sets P, Q such that P × Q ⊂ M . The remaining argument works as above. To show the final assertion, suppose that F C(f ) is not of full outer measure. Then R 2 \ F C(f ) has positive inner measure, hence it contains a measurable set of positive measure and we obtain a contradiction.
Proof. Let f be Borel measurable. By Lemma 3, a point x, y is in
Hence it follows that
The argument for F C(f ) is different. We simply use the definition of x, y ∈ F C(f ). Note that the set c − 0 of strictly decreasing sequences in the separable Banach space c 0 is of type G δ , so it forms a Polish space. The statement x, y ∈ F C(f ) is equivalent to the formula
Hence F C(f ) is analytic. Consequently, the sets F C(f ) and V F C(f ) are measurable with the Baire property. Now, by Theorem 5, the set F C(f ) is residual of full measure, hence its superset V F C(f ) has the same properties.
Example 7. In general, sets F C(f ) and V F C(f ) may be without the Baire property or nonmeasurable. Let A ⊂ R 2 be a set that intersects every G δ nonmeager plane set, and such that no three points of A are colinear (cf. [16, Theorem 15.5] ).
Hence this limit is equal f (x, y) if and only if f (x, y) = 0 which is equivalent to x, y / ∈ A. The same argument shows that F C(f ) = R 2 \ A. It follows that A does not possess the Baire property. Thus R 2 \ A is neither analytic nor residual. Similarly, we can use nonmeasurable set A ⊂ R 2 that intersects every closed plane set of positive measure, and such that no three points of A are colinear (cf. [16, Theorem 14.4] ). Then f := χ A is nonmeasurable and
It is natural to ask how much the sets V F C(f ) and F C(f ) can differ. Let us start with a preliminary example.
Example 8. We present a Baire 1 function f :
, observe that f is discontinuous only at points from the countable set A ∪ { x n , 0 : n ∈ N}, hence it is of the first Baire class. Next, notice that lim m f (x n , y Clearly, (t m ) must be a subsequence of all sequences (y (n) m ) m (for n ∈ N), which is impossible. Finally, fix x, y = 0, 0 . If x, y ∈ A ∪ { x n , 0 : n ∈ N} then f is continuous at the point x, y , and therefore, x, y ∈ F C(f ). If x, y = x n , y m ) = f (0, 0), and so, 0, 0 ∈ F C(f ). We use an idea from Example 8 to obtain more general results.
Theorem 10.
(1) For every countable set A ⊂ R 2 , there exists a Baire 2 function f : 
First, notice that f is well defined because, for every x, y ∈ R 2 , we have f k (x, y) = 0 for at most one k. Moreover, every f k has only countable many points of discontinuity, so it is Baire 1. Therefore, f is Baire 2. Since f k is very feebly continuous at a k , b k , f has the same property. Finally, the proof that f is feebly continuous at no point a k , b k , is analogous to the argument in Example 8.
( (3) Let {I k × J k : k ∈ N} be a countable basis of R 2 . Let (C k ) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint Cantor sets with C k ⊂ I k , and let (d k ) be a one-to-one sequence with d k ∈ J k for k ∈ N. For every k, let f k : R 2 → {0, 1} be a function constructed as in (2) 
Then the function f := ∞ k=1 kf k is as we need.
Two-feebly continuity
In a natural way, one can introduce the notion of reverse very feebly continuity which is different from very feebly continuity since Example 1 again works. Evidently, if a function f : R 2 → R is (very) feebly continuous and reverse (very) feebly continuous at x, y , then it has the same property at y, x . We propose another related notion which is stable with respect to the change of order x, y → y, x . We will say that f : R 2 → R is two-feebly continuous at x, y if there exist sequences x n ց x and y n ց y such that lim n f (x n , y n ) = f (x, y). Let us compare the strength of these notions.
Proposition 11. If a function f : R 2 → R is (reverse) very feebly continuous at x, y then it is two-feebly continuous at x, y . The converse need not hold.
Proof. Pick a sequence x n ց x and, for each n ∈ N, a sequence y (n) m ց y, witnessing that f is very feebly continuous at x, y . For every n, let α n := lim m f (x n , y (n) m ). Then choose inductively consecutive terms of a sequence (y kn ) in such a way that for each n,
• y kn is taken from {y (n) m : m ∈ N}; • k n < k n+1 ; • |f (x n , y kn ) − α n | < 1/n. Since lim n α n = f (x, y), we have lim n f (x n , y kn ) = f (x, y). Consequently, f is two-feebly continuous at x, y . Now, let A := { 1/n, 1/n : n ∈ N} ∪ { 0, 0 }. Clearly, f := χ A is two-feebly continuous at 0, 0 . Fix a sequence x n ց 0, and, for each n ∈ N, a sequence y (n) m ց 0. For every n we have |{y : x n , y ∈ A}| ≤ 1, so lim n lim m f (x n , y (n) m ) = 0 = 1 = f (0, 0). Hence f is not very feebly continuous at 0, 0 . Similarly, f is not reverse very feebly continuous at 0, 0 .
For a function f : R 2 → R, let T F C(f ) denote the set of all points at which f is two-feebly continuous.
Theorem 12. For every function f : R 2 → R, the set T F C(f ) is residual and has full Lebesgue measure. If moreover f is Borel, then the set T F C(f ) is analytic.
Then we have
Thus it is enough to verify that each set A p,q,t is nowhere dense and has measure zero. Clearly, we can assume that p < q and 
Large algebraic structures within families of feebly continuous functions
Since the first decade of this century, extensive investigations of large algebraic structures within various sets of exotic functions or sequences has been conducted by several reaserchers starting from V. I. Gurariy, R. M. Aron, J. B. Soane Sepúlveda and others. In particular, the notions of lineability and algebraibility have been introduced and studied. See the recent survey [7] and monograph [1] . Let us recall basic definitions in this topic. We will use them considering some families of feebly continuous functions.
Let κ be a cardinal number. Let L be a linear commutative algebra. We say that a set A ⊂ L is κ-algebrable if A ∪ {0} contains a κ-generated algebra B. We say that A ⊂ L is strongly κalgebrable if A ∪ {0} contains a κ-generated algebra that is isomorphic to a free algebra (cf. [4] ). Note that X = {x α : α < κ} is a set of generators of a free algebra contained in A ∪ {0} if and only if, for any k ∈ N any nonzero polynomial P in k variables, without constant term, and any distinct y 1 , . . . , y k ∈ X, we have P (y 1 , . . . , y k ) = 0 and P (y 1 , . . . , y k ) ∈ A.
Clearly, if L is a linear commutative algebra L, then the κ-strong algebrability of A ⊂ L implies its κ-algebrability, and this in turn implies the κ-linearity of A. We will consider various families connected with feebly continuity, contained in the linear commutative algebra R R 2 . Proof. Assume f is feebly continuous. Fix x, y ∈ R 2 . Since f is feebly continuous at x, there is a sequence x n ց x with lim n f (x n ) = f (x). Fix any sequence y m ց y. Then lim n lim m f (x n , y m ) = lim n f (x n ) = f (x, y), so f is feebly continuous at the point x, y .
Now, assume that f is feebly continuous. Fix x ∈ R. Since f is feebly continuous at the point x, 0 , there are sequences x n ց x, y m ց 0 with lim n lim m f (x n , y m ) = f (x, 0). Then for each n, lim m f (x n , y m ) = lim m f (x n ) = f (x n ) and f (x, 0) = f (x), so lim n f (x n ) = f (x), which means that f is feebly continuous at x.
We will denote by FC (respectively, VFC, TFC) the sets of all feebly continuous (respectively, very feebly continuous, two-feebly continuous) functions f : R 2 → R. Additionally, let FC(R) stand for the family of all feebly continuous functions f : R → R. We know that FC ⊂ VFC ⊂ TFC. We will show that the families FC, VFC \ FC and TFC \ VFC are large from the algebraic viewpoint. Proof. It is known that the family ES + (R), of all functions f : R → [0, ∞) with dense level sets, is strongly 2 c -algebrable, see [6] . It is easy to check that every function f ∈ ES + (R) belongs to FC(R). Let {f ξ : ξ < 2 c } be a 2 c -generated algebra, contained in FC(R) and isomorphic to a free algebra. For every ξ < 2 c , let f ξ : R 2 → R be defined by f ξ (x, y) := f ξ (x). Clearly, f ξ 's are pairwise different. By Lemma 14, all f ξ 's are feebly contiunous. Moreover, it is easy to verify that the set { f ξ : ξ < 2 c } is a 2 c -generated algebra isomorphic to a free algebra. Hence FC is strongly 2 c -algebrable.
The proof for TFC \ VFC is similar. Observe that, if f ∈ ES + (R), then the function F : R 2 → R given by F (x, y) := f (x) whenever x = y, and F (x, y) := 0, otherwise, belongs to TFC \ VFC. The remaining argument works as above.
Now, we will study the algebrability of the family VFC\FC. We apply the method using ultrafilters on N, initiated in [3] and developed in [9] . Define the standard projections π i : R 2 → R (i = 1, 2) by π 1 (x, y) := x, π 2 (x, y) := y.
Let J ⊂ R be a non-degenerate interval. We say that a set D ⊂ R 2 is (VFC, J)-massive provided there exists a map f : D → int(J) such that each function g : R 2 → J, which is equal to f on D, belongs to VFC. (This notion mimics a similar idea in [15] .)
We say that D ⊂ R 2 is a D-set if it has the following properties: (i) the set π 1 [D] is countable and dense in R;
(ii) for each x ∈ π 1 [D], the x-section D x := {y ∈ R : x, y ∈ D} of D is countable dense in R;
(iii) the x-sections of D are pairwise disjoint.
Lemma 16. There exists a family D of c-many D-sets contained in R 2 such that:
(2) for every D ∈ D, D is (VFC, J)-massive for any non-degenerate interval J.
Proof. Decompose R into c-many countable dense sets {C α : α < c}. For every α < c, decompose C α into infinitely many dense sets {C α,n : n ∈ N}. List elements of C α as a one-to-one sequence (c α n ) n∈N and let D α := n∈N {c α n } × C α,n for α < c. Clearly, each D α , for α < c, is a D-set. Define D := {D α : α < c}. Then condition (1) is fulfilled.
To show (2), fix a non-degenerate interval J ⊂ R and D α ∈ D. Let {q n : n ∈ N} be a countable dense subset of J. Then the function f : D α → J, defined by f (x, y) := q n , whenever x, y ∈ D α with x ∈ C α,n , witnesses that D α is (VFC, J)-massive. Indeed, consider an extension g : R 2 → J of f and fix x, y ∈ R 2 . Let (q kn ) be a subsequence of (q n ) convergent to g(x, y). Choose a sequence x n ց x with x ∈ C α,kn for every n ∈ N. Thus for each n ∈ N, we have x = c α jn for a unique j n ∈ N. Now, for each n ∈ N, pick a sequence (y (n) m ) m with terms in C α,jn and such that y Let H n denote the family of all polynomials from R n to R without constant term.
Theorem 17. There exists a family F ⊂ R R 2 of cardinality 2 c such that, for each h ∈ H n and every sequence f 1 , . . . , f n with terms in F, we have h(f 1 , . . . , f n ) ∈ VFC \ FC. Consequently, the family VFC \ FC is strongly 2 c -algebrable.
Proof. We use the ideas from the proof of [ 
Indeed, if f (x, y) = 0 then f U i (x, y) = 0 for some i ≤ n, and this implies that x, y ∈ D t,p for some t, p ∈ H.
Thus, if f (x, y) = 0 = f (x ′ , y) then x, y ∈ D t,p and x ′ , y ∈ D t ′ ,p ′ for some t, p , t ′ , p ′ ∈ H. By condition (1) in Lemma 16, the pairs t, p and t ′ , p ′ can not be distinct. Hence t, p = t ′ , p ′ and then the condition (iii) yields x = x ′ . This shows that f is not feebly continuous at any point x, y ∈ R 2 \ f −1 [{0}]. Hence f / ∈ FC. The proof that F is of cardinality 2 c is given in [9] ; it follows from |βN| = 2 c and the fact that all maps f U are distinct. Finally, the family F witnesses that VFC \ FC is strongly 2 c -algebrable. To see it, we need to observe that h(f U 1 , . . . , f Un ) = 0 for all h ∈ H and U 1 , . . . U n ∈ βN; cf. the final part of the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [9] .
As it was mentioned in Section 2, Leader constructed, under CH, a function f : R 2 → R which is nowhere feebly continuous, that is, F C(f ) = ∅. We do not know whether nowhere feebly continuous functions can exist in models of ZFC without CH.
Below, we will modify a bit Leader's construction. In fact we prove that the function g := |f |, where f comes from Leader's construction, is also nowhere feebly continuous. Moreover, the range of g equals {0} ∪ N, and g is symmetric, that is g(x, y) = g(y, x) for all x, y ∈ R. The function g will help us to infer that, under CH, the set of nowhere feebly continuous functions is strongly c-algebrable. We do not know whether this result can be improved to obtain strong 2 c -algebrability. Proposition 18. Assume CH. There exists a symmetric surjection g : R 2 → {0} ∪ N that is nowhere feebly continuous. Additionally, assume that h : R → R is a continuous function, being strictly monotone on every set from a finite partition of R into intervals, with lim x→∞ h(x) = ±∞. Then h • g is nowhere feebly continuous.
Proof. Let {r α : α < ω 1 } be a one-to-one enumeration of R, and for each α < ω 1 , let {r α n : n < ω} be a one-to-one enumeration of the set {r β : β < α}. Then define g(x, y) := 0 whenever x = y. Otherwise {x, y} = {r α , r β } for some β < α < ω 1 and then r β = r α k for exactly one k ∈ N. Then put g(x, y) := k. Obviously, g is a symmetric function from R 2 onto {0} ∪ N.
We will verify that g is feebly continuous at no point x, y . Clearly, g is feebly continuous at no point of the form x, x . Now, fix x, y ∈ R 2 with x = y, and let g(x, y) = k > 0. Suppose g is feebly continuous at x, y , so there are sequences x n ց x, y m ց y with lim n lim m g(x n , y m ) = k.
We may assume that lim m g(x n , y m ) = k for every n ∈ N, hence for every n there is m n such that g(x n , y m ) = k for every m > m n . Fix n, and let x n = r α . Observe that there is at most one m > m n such that y m = r β where β < α. Increasing m n as needed, we can assume that if m > m n then y m = r β with α < β. Now, fix m > max(m 1 , m 2 ). Let x 1 = r α 1 , x 2 = r α 2 , y m = r β . Then α 1 < β and α 2 < β. Since g(x 1 , y m ) = k, we have r α 1 = r β k = r α 2 . Hence x 1 = x 2 which yields a contradiction. Let us prove the second assertion. From the assumptions it follows that h is finite-to-one and it maps {0} ∪ N = g[R 2 ] onto a discrete set. To show that h • g is nowhere feebly continuous, we modify the above argument. Since h[{0} ∪ N] is a discrete set, it follows that h • g is feebly continuous at no point x, x . Now, fix x, y with x = y and let g(x, y) = k > 0. Suppose h • g is feebly continuous at x, y , so there are sequences x n ց x, y m ց y with lim n lim m (h • g)(x n , y m ) = h(k). We may assume that lim m (h • g)(x n , y m ) = h(k) for every n ∈ N. Hence for every n there is m n such that (h • g)(x n , y m ) = h(k) for every m > m n . Since h is finite-to-one, assume that h −1 [h [{k}] ] ∩ N = {k 1 , . . . , k p }. Thus g(x n , y m ) ∈ {k 1 , . . . , k p } for all n and m > m n . Fix n, and let x n = r α . Observe that there is at most one m > m n such that y m = r β where β < α. Increasing m n as needed, we can assume that if m > m n then y m = r β with α < β.
Fix m > max(m 1 , . . . , m p+1 ). Let x i = r α i for i = 1, . . . , p + 1, and let y m = r β . Then α i < β for i = 1, . . . , p + 1. We have g(x i , y m ) ∈ {k 1 , . . . , k p } for i = 1, . . . , p + 1. By the pigeon hole principle, we can find j ∈ {1, . . . , p} and two distinct indices i 1 , i 2 ∈ {1, . . . , p + 1} such that g(x i 1 , y m ) = k j = g(x i 2 , y m ). Then by the definition of g, we have r α i 1 = r β k j = r α i 2 . Hence x i 1 = x i 2 which yields a contradiction.
Theorem 19. Assume CH. Then the set of nowhere feebly continuous functions from R 2 to R is strongly c-algebrable.
Proof. We use the method proposed in [ where β i > 0 for i = 1, . . . , m. Then functions of the form x → e βg(x) , where parameters β are taken from a Hamel basis (of R over Q), are free generators of an algebra included in the set of continuous functions. It is easy to check that h given by the above formula satisfies the conditions from the second part of Proposition 18; cf. [2, Lemma 8] . Hence we obtain the assertion.
